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Children for centuries have first learned to count with their fingers. This kindergarden
level first introduction to numbers takes that basic start point and introduces counting
rows of up to five spots instead of five fingers. Ages 4 plus.
At first the class can learn that the
spots up to 5 and then up to 10 can
be counted like fingers.
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Once they can count to 10 the
teacher can introduce further levels
in easy stages.

1.

Numbers - The class can learn that spots
and numbers are the same.

2.

Height - The class can learn that two bricks high is
similar to two spots counted and the number 2.
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3.

4.

Addition with Spots - the class than learn
that a brick with two spots added to another
brick with 2 spots is the same as a brick
with four spots.

Length - The class can learn that five
bricks long is similar to five spots
counted and the number 5.

5.

Addition with numbers - The class can
then learn that the number two, plus another
number two, is the same as the two spots
added to two spots and also makes a total
of four.

The set then moves on using the same principles for Subtraction Multiplication and Division.
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This excellent manipulative helps the child to
understand, and the teacher to visually explain
the simple connections between for example two
fingers, two spots, the number two, two bricks
high, and two bricks long.

The sets Morphun offer include a 256 Piece set 43150
and a larger class 506 piece set 43151.

The set includes a full set of maths signs and numbers
so the more advanced groups can take this set right
into full addition - subtraction multiplication and division
in a fun way. 10 Pages of Class workcards will be
included in all sets.
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Set 43151
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